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Clinical Simulation in Nursing (2013) 9, e561www.elsevier.com/locate/ecsnEditorialIs Simulationist a Word?As 2013 is drawing to a close, the word simulationist is
beginning to appear in our simulation manuscripts and is
used in the occasional conference presentation. This has
engendered questions such as, is simulationist even a
word? Good question! Typing simulationist into Google
Scholar, the first citation for the term is from the Urban
dictionary (2013), simulationistd‘‘one whose religious be-
liefs center around the idea that reality is a giant computer
simulation.’’ This is not what I suspect most of us think of
when using the term in health care. However, there is a
world in gaming simulation that does use the word this way.
A further review yielded a definition in the Simulationist
Code of Ethics: simulationists are professionals involved in
providing simulation activities, products, and services
(Simulationist Code of Ethics, 2013). This sounds like
what some of us are doing as we work in health care
simulation. A brief visit with a learned colleague from
the Society for Simulation in Healthcare led me to a paper
by Oren (2011). It contains 100 definitions of simulation, a
dream find for anyone conducting a concept analysis on the
term simulation. Both of these papers are by members of
one of the older and perhaps original simulation societies,
founded in Canada in 1952, dedicated to computer
modeling and simulation (SCS, 2012).
After this brief search, we can safely say that simulationist
is a word and that, as the field of simulation develops, it wille front matter  2013 International Nursing Association for Clinica
/10.1016/j.ecns.2013.10.001make its way into the health care simulation lexicon. What
other words and concepts will emerge in 2014 that should
be considered for simulation glossaries and perhaps Standard
I of the INACSL Standards? Happy approaching New Year!
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